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601 East Trade Street, 3rd floor 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

 Re: Charles Shoupe Death Investigation 

 

Dear Chief Putney: 

Pursuant to N.C.G.S. 7A-61, my office has reviewed the investigation surrounding the 

shooting death of Charles Shoupe on February 2, 2018. The case was investigated under 

complaint number 20180202130500. The purpose of this review was to examine whether the 

conduct of CMPD Officer D. Flynn was unlawful when he shot and killed the decedent.   

The review of the evidence in this matter reveals that the decedent’s mother called 911 to 

request Medic and reported that her son was attempting to kill himself, had already slashed his 

wrist, and was currently in possession of a knife. Three Charlotte Fire Department (CFD) 

firefighters arrived to the scene first and encountered the decedent wielding the knife and 

unwilling to put it down. The decedent continued to harm himself in the presence of the 

firefighters. Multiple witnesses to the events reported that the decedent made statements to the 

effect that he wanted to die that day and that he wanted police to shoot him. When the first 

CMPD officer, D. Flynn, arrived and exited his patrol car, the decedent charged at him with the 

knife raised in his right hand. Officer Flynn re-entered his car and backed up several yards, 

angling his car to put some distance between himself and the decedent. When Officer Flynn 

exited his patrol car again, the decedent continued to charge at Officer Flynn with the knife 

raised and refused to respond to commands to drop the weapon. Officer Flynn then fired at the 

decedent until the decedent stopped charging at him. 

As you know, this letter specifically does not address issues relating to tactics, or whether 

officers followed correct police procedures or CMPD Directives.     

I personally responded to the scene of this incident and monitored the investigation along 

with another senior Assistant District Attorney (ADA). I reviewed the investigative file as 



provided by CMPD. Finally, consistent with the District Attorney’s Office Officer-Involved 

Shooting Protocol, this case was presented to the District Attorney’s Homicide Team, which is 

comprised of the office’s most experienced prosecutors.   

A. The role of the District Attorney under North Carolina law 

The District Attorney (DA) for the 26th Prosecutorial District is a state official and, as 

such, does not answer to city or county governments within the prosecutorial district. The 

District Attorney is the chief law enforcement official of the 26th Judicial District, the boundaries 

of which are the same as the County of Mecklenburg. The District Attorney has no 

administrative authority or control over the personnel of CMPD or other police agencies within 

the jurisdiction. That authority and control resides with each city or county government.   

Pursuant to North Carolina statute, one of the District Attorney’s obligations is to advise 

law enforcement agencies within the prosecutorial district. The DA does not arrest people or 

charge people with crimes. When the police charge a person with a crime, the DA decides 

whether or not to prosecute the charged crime. Generally, the DA does not review police 

decisions not to charge an individual with a crime. However, in officer-involved shooting cases, 

the DA reviews the complete investigative file of the investigating agency. The DA then decides 

whether he agrees or disagrees with the charging decision made by the police. If the DA 

concludes that uncharged conduct should be prosecuted, the case will be submitted to a Grand 

Jury. 

If no criminal charges are filed, that does not mean the District Attorney’s Office believes 

the matter was in all respects handled appropriately from an administrative or tactical viewpoint. 

It is simply a determination that there is not a reasonable likelihood of proving criminal charges 

beyond a reasonable doubt unanimously to a jury. This is the limit of the DA’s statutory 

authority in these matters. The fact that a shooting may be controversial does not mean that 

criminal prosecution is warranted. Even if the District Attorney believes a shooting was 

avoidable or an officer did not follow expected procedures or norms, this does not necessarily 

amount to a violation of criminal law. In these circumstances, remedies (if any are appropriate) 

may be pursued by administrative or civil means. The District Attorney has no administrative or 

civil authority in these matters. Those remedies are primarily in the purview of city and county 

governments, police departments and private civil attorneys. 

B. Legal standards 

The law recognizes an inherent right to use deadly force to protect oneself or others from 

death or great bodily harm. This core legal principle is referred to as the right to “self-defense.”  

A police officer does not lose the right to self-defense by virtue of becoming a police officer.  

Officers are entitled to the same protections of the law as every other individual. An imminent 

threat to the life of a police officer entitles the officer to respond in such a way as to stop that 

threat. 

 

Under North Carolina law, the burden of proof is on the State to prove beyond a 

reasonable doubt that a defendant did not act in self-defense. The Supreme Court of North 

Carolina defined the law of self-defense in State v. Norris, 303 N.C. 526 (1981). A killing is 

justified under North Carolina law if it appeared to a person that it was necessary to kill in order 



to save himself or another from death or great bodily harm. The law requires that the belief in the 

necessity to kill must be reasonable under the circumstances.  Id. at 530. 

C. Use of deadly force by a law enforcement officer 

The same legal standards apply to law enforcement officers and private citizens alike.  

However, officers fulfilling their sworn duty to enforce the laws of this State are often placed in 

situations in which they are required to confront rather than avoid potentially dangerous people 

and situations.   

 The United States Supreme Court stated, “[t]he ‘reasonableness’ of a particular use of 

force must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with 

the 20/20 vision of hindsight.” Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 396 (1989). The Court further 

explained that “[t]he calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact that police 

officers are often forced to make split-second judgments – in circumstances that are tense, 

uncertain, and rapidly evolving – about the amount of force that is necessary in a particular 

situation.” Id. at 396–97.  A situation in which an officer is confronting an armed person with 

uncertain motives is by definition dangerous, and such a circumstance will almost always be 

tense, uncertain and rapidly evolving. In these circumstances, we are not deciding whether the 

officer’s belief in the need to use deadly force was correct but only whether his belief in the 

necessity of such force was reasonable. 

 In conducting a legal analysis, this office must take its guidance from the law, and a 

decision must not be based upon public sentiment or outcry. The obligation of a District Attorney 

is clear; he must simply apply the law to the known facts. 

 What the law demands is an evaluation of the reasonableness of the officer’s decision at 

the moment he fired the shot. The Supreme Court of the United States has provided guidance on 

what is objectively reasonable and how such an analysis should be conducted. That guidance 

indicates that it is inappropriate to employ “the 20/20 vision of hindsight,” and an analysis must 

make “allowance for the fact that police officers are often forced to make split-second 

judgments.” See Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. at 396. The Court suggests that when reviewing 

use of force cases, caution should be used to avoid analysis “more reflective of the ‘peace of a 

judge’s chambers’ than of a dangerous and threatening situation on the street.”  Elliot v. Leavitt, 

99 F.3d. 640, 643 (4th Cir. 1996). 

D.  The officer-involved shooting of Charles Shoupe 

911 call 

The decedent’s mother called 911 at 1:05 p.m. on February 2, 2018. In the call to 911, 

she stated that she needed Medic because her son had slashed his wrist and was trying to kill 

himself.1 Additionally, she informed dispatch that the decedent still had the knife and would not 

let her have it.2 The decedent can be heard in the background of the 911 call saying, “I’m going 

                                                           
1 911 transcript p.1. 
2 911 transcript p.6. 



to kill every cop out here3,” “I’ll kill everybody4,” and “Shoot me!5” As CFD was arriving, the 

decedent’s mother informed dispatch that “he’s holding a knife up….6” and later informed 

dispatch that he “keeps aiming at um…a fireman….7” She also advised dispatch when, in the 

presence of firefighters, her son began cutting himself again and that he had three huge slashes 

on his arm and was bleeding profusely.8 As police arrived, the decedent’s mother told dispatch, 

“A cop pulled up and he’s running at the cop with a knife.9” Shortly afterward, gunshots can be 

heard in the background. 

Decedent’s mother 

Detectives interviewed the decedent’s mother at the Law Enforcement Center (LEC) 

shortly after the incident. She informed detectives that the decedent had schizophrenia and 

bipolar disorder and had refused to take his medications the previous day. She said the decedent 

began acting strangely around 11:30 a.m. on February 2, 2018, and she called 911 after he 

retrieved a steak knife from the kitchen and cut himself on his left wrist. She stated that the 

decedent told her he was going to kill the police, and she told him that she was just calling Medic 

so that he could get some help. At that point, the decedent took the knife outside and went up the 

stairs leading to the street. When CFD arrived, the decedent’s mother stated that she told CFD 

the decedent had been saying he wanted to die. She further recalled, as one of the police cars 

came into view, the decedent ran toward the police car. She could not see what happened, but she 

heard approximately five shots.  

CFD Capt. J. Stikeleather 

CFD Capt. K. Stikeleather and CFD firefighters Bellina and Maschi were the first 

responding firefighters and contacted CMPD from the scene. Capt. Stikeleather informed police 

that CFD received a call regarding a suicide attempt, that the suspect was threatening to kill 

everyone, and that the suspect possibly had a knife. Capt. Stikeleather stated that as firefighters 

arrived, the decedent raised a knife at them. He could also see that the decedent had two or three 

cuts on his arm. Capt. Stikeleather and other CFD firefighters positioned themselves between the 

decedent and other civilians who were on the scene, and they tried to get him to drop the knife. 

Capt. Stikeleather said the decedent yelled back to him, “come on, come get me, come get me” 

and “the cops are gonna kill me, the cops are gonna shoot me….10” In addition, the decedent 

repeatedly stated, “I’m dying today.11” Capt. Stikeleather reported that, prior to the arrival of the 

police, he witnessed the decedent take the knife and begin cutting himself midway on his arm. 

Capt. Stikeleather said the decedent did not appear to be feeling any pain12 and he believed that 

the decedent was “hyped up on something.13”  

                                                           
3 911 transcript p.1. 
4 911 transcript p. 4. 
5 911 transcript p.9 and 11. 
6 911 transcript p.10. 
7 911 transcript p12. 
8 911 transcript p12. 
9 911 transcript p13. 
10 Stikeleather transcript p.4. 
11 Stikeleather transcript p.4. 
12 Stikeleather transcript p.5. 
13 Stikeleather transcript p.5. 



Capt. Stikeleather stated that when the first police officer arrived, he started walking to 

the officer to tell him what was going on. At that point, the decedent started running at the 

officer’s car. Capt. Stikeleather said the decedent got within two or three feet of the front of the 

officer’s car, at which point the officer put his car in reverse and backed up approximately 15 

yards and parked his car at an angle. The officer then got out of his car while drawing his gun. 

Capt. Stikeleather reported that the officer gave commands for the suspect to get on the ground 

and drop the knife. The officer retreated around the back of the car, and the decedent followed 

him. The officer then fired a couple of shots, but the decedent continued to charge at the officer. 

The officer then fired a couple more times, Capt. Stikeleather said. At this point, the officer who 

was retreating around the car was now facing in the direction of Capt. Stikeleather and the other 

CFD officers, so they took cover. From this vantage point, Capt. Stikeleather did not see any 

more of the shooting. Capt. Stikeleather estimated that the decedent and the officer were about 

15 feet apart when the officer fired his first shot and 6 feet apart when the officer fired his second 

shot. He believed that if the officer had not fired, the decedent would have stabbed the officer.  

CFD R. Bellina 

Detectives interviewed CFD firefighter R. Bellina at the LEC. He stated that firefighters 

were dispatched to 3205 Timberbrook Dr. When CFD arrived, the decedent started approaching 

them with a knife. Bellina noted that the decedent already had lacerations to his left arm. Bellina 

said he attempted to get the decedent to calm down. Bellina reported hearing the decedent say he 

wanted to die and that he was “gonna wait for the cops to show up so the cops will have to shoot 

him…14” At one point, the decedent began walking toward bystanders on the scene, and Bellina 

redirected the decedent to keep anyone else from getting hurt. Bellina said he observed the 

decedent cutting into his arm, before later trying to push the steak knife into his chest. Bellina 

recalled that when the CMPD officer arrived, Capt. Stikeleather started walking toward the 

officer, and the decedent ran past him toward the officer.15 The officer then got back into his 

vehicle and backed up to get into a better position to get out of his vehicle, Bellina said. The 

officer exited his vehicle with his firearm drawn.  He told the decedent several times to put down 

the knife and that he didn’t want to shoot him.16 Bellina reported that the officer was walking 

backward around his vehicle as the decedent continued to run at him with the knife. The officer 

and the decedent completed a full revolution around the officer’s car.17 Bellina noted that he then 

heard five shots but believed there could have been more. Bellina said it looked like the officer 

was shooting down at the decedent as if he was “trying to aim down and hit him more in the 

midrange, legs, and whatnot, put him down.18” Bellina estimated that the decedent was between 

3 and 6 feet from the officer with the knife raised in his right hand.19  

CFD Maschi 

 Detectives interviewed CFD Firefighter R. Maschi at the LEC. He advised that, upon 

arriving to the scene, he encountered the decedent with a serrated steak knife in his right hand 

and bleeding from his left arm. He stated that the decedent cut himself again in firefighters’ 

                                                           
14 Bellina transcript p.1 and 9. 
15 Bellina transcript p.2. 
16 Bellina transcript p.3. 
17 Bellina transcript p.13. 
18 Bellina transcript p.6. 
19 Bellina transcript p.11. 



presence. Maschi stated that as they attempted to talk the decedent into putting the knife down, 

the decedent told them that he wanted to commit suicide, that he wanted the police to kill him, 

and that he wanted to “kill all the cops.20” Maschi reported that at times during the encounter, the 

decedent raised the knife toward him and Capt. Stikeleather, but Maschi had a firefighting tool 

that he used to keep his distance from the decedent. Maschi stated that when the first officer 

arrived, the decedent ran toward the police car with the knife out. The officer then backed his car 

up about 50 feet so that he could get out of the car. The officer got out of his car with his gun 

drawn and the decedent went around the front of the car toward the officer. Maschi said the 

decedent was moving at a fast walk to a jog.21 The officer backed around the back of the car 

while giving commands to drop the knife, telling the decedent that he did not want to shoot him, 

but the decedent kept advancing.22 Maschi estimated hearing six or seven shots.23 He further 

estimated that there was approximately 10-12 feet between the decedent and the officer when the 

officer started shooting. Maschi reported that once the shooting stopped, firefighters responded 

to treat the patient who was conscious but not responsive to questions. 

Officer D. Flynn 

Officer D. Flynn was interviewed at the LEC on February 5, 2018. Officer Flynn stated 

that he proceeded toward Timberbrook Drive on February 2, 2018, after hearing a call about a 

guy running around with a knife. Officer Flynn reported that when he arrived, he saw four 

firefighters in front of a fire truck. He then saw the decedent, who he did not recall ever 

encountering before. He reported the decedent “had his eyes locked onto the car,” and “he was 

sprinting - it looked to me as fast as he could.24” The decedent had an item in his right hand held 

over his right shoulder in the manner in which someone would position a weapon to make a 

“stabbing motion.25” Officer Flynn could tell the item the decedent was holding was metal and 

appeared bloody, and he estimated there to be about 4 inches coming out of the handle. Officer 

Flynn could not tell whether it was a knife or some kind of metal stake.26 Officer Flynn stated he 

then put the car into reverse, drove back about 30 feet, and parked the car at an angle so that he 

could safely exit his vehicle. He temporarily lost sight of the decedent.27  

Officer Flynn said he believed it was his responsibility to engage the subject because 

there were firefighters and bystanders on scene.28 Officer Flynn stated that he exited the car and 

immediately yelled as loudly as he could to put down the knife, but the decedent continued 

coming with his eyes locked on Officer Flynn.29 Officer Flynn said he also told the decedent that 

if he proceeded, he would be forced to shoot him.30 Officer Flynn recounted that the decedent 

came around the nose of his car, and Officer Flynn kept his gun pointed on him. As the decedent 

came around the nose of Officer Flynn’s car, Officer Flynn began retreating. Officer Flynn stated 

                                                           
20 Maschi transcript p.2-3, 7. 
21 Maschi transcript p.16. 
22 Maschi transcript p.9. 
23 Maschi transcript p.9. 
24 Flynn transcript p.8. 
25 Flynn transcript p.8. 
26 Flynn transcript p.9. 
27 Flynn transcript p.9-10. 
28 Flynn transcript p.10. 
29 Flynn transcript p.10-11. 
30 Flynn transcript p.11. 



that he was moving backward and sideways, and the decedent was moving forward with his eyes 

locked on Officer Flynn. After rotating about 180 degrees counterclockwise to the passenger side 

of the car, Officer Flynn fired for the first time.31 Officer Flynn estimated the decedent was 

approximately 10 feet from him when he fired the first shot.32  

Officer Flynn stated that when he fired, he felt he was facing an imminent threat of 

serious bodily injury or death.33 He said he delayed shooting the decedent as long as he could to 

give him a chance to respond to commands.34 Officer Flynn stated that he chose not to use his 

Taser as both he and the decedent were moving, and Officer Flynn believed hitting the decedent 

with both Taser probes under these circumstances would be too difficult of a shot.35 Officer 

Flynn said he fired multiple shots believing that he was hitting the decedent, but he did not see 

the decedent react in his face or his speed of approach as if he had been hit by a bullet.36 Officer 

Flynn believed the decedent may have been under the influence of some sort of stimulant.37 He 

reported that he did not see any reaction from the decedent until approximately his fifth shot, at 

which point he saw the decedent slightly raise his shoulders. Officer Flynn said after that brief 

reaction, the decedent resumed running at him, knife in hand, and with his eyes locked on him.38 

Officer Flynn stated that the decedent was still moving forward, and Officer Flynn continued to 

fire while retreating around the front and then to the driver’s side of the car. Flynn reported 

rotating more than 360 degrees around the car while firing an estimated 8-10 rounds.39 An 

ammunition count revealed nine rounds missing from Officer Flynn’s gun, and nine spent shell 

casings were located in a circular pattern around Officer Flynn’s car. [1] [2]. Officer Flynn stated 

that he was aiming at the decedent’s center mass but with a slightly lower trajectory so that, if a 

shot missed, the amount of distance that the bullet would travel would be minimized.40” Officer 

Flynn estimated that although the decedent had not yet gotten close enough to stab him, the 

decedent was as close as 5 feet and gaining ground on Officer Flynn.41 Officer Flynn stated that, 

upon his last shot, the decedent finally slowed down and slowly sunk to the ground.42 The 

decedent then dropped the knife out of Officer Flynn’s view.43 At that point, Sgt. Dunn arrived 

and removed Officer Flynn from the scene.  

Officer J.K. Porter 

Officer Porter was interviewed at the LEC on the afternoon of February 2, 2018. Officer 

Porter stated that when he arrived on the scene, he drove up behind Officer Flynn’s car and saw 

Officer Flynn moving backward counterclockwise around his car as fast as he could. Officer 

Porter observed Officer Flynn firing shots at the decedent, who was charging Officer Flynn with 

                                                           
31 Flynn transcript p14-15. 
32 Flynn transcript p.22. 
33 Flynn transcript p.14. 
34 Flynn transcript p.30. 
35 Flynn transcript p.15. 
36 Flynn transcript p.15-16.  
37 Flynn transcript p.16. 
38 Flynn transcript p.35. 
39 Flynn transcript p.16. 
40 Flynn transcript p.33. 
41 Flynn transcript p.22-23. 
42 Flynn transcript p.16. 
43 Flynn transcript p.18. 



a knife in his hand.44 Officer Porter estimated Officer Flynn fired three to six shots, as the 

decedent moved forward without any sign of stopping. Officer Porter remained next to his car 

while giving commands to the decedent to drop the knife. Officer Porter observed the decedent 

come around the front of Officer Flynn’s car and sit down. Officer Porter stated said it appeared 

the decedent sat down because he was injured, not because he was complying with commands.45 

Officer Flynn had stopped behind the trunk of his patrol vehicle. Officer Porter stated that if the 

decedent had not fallen when he did, Officer Porter probably would have himself fired as well.46 

Officer Porter said after the decedent sat down, he dropped the knife. When officers rolled the 

decedent over, they located the knife in between his legs. Officer Porter moved the knife and told 

Officer Rodriguez to stand by it. Officer Porter advised that he had previous contact with the 

decedent, whom he knew to have a very serious case of paranoid schizophrenia. 

Officer J. Calabro 

Officer Calabro was interviewed at the LEC on the afternoon of February 2, 2018. He 

stated he did not witness the shooting but heard approximately five gunshots being fired, and he 

moved to the fire truck for cover. He then saw Officers Porter and Flynn with their guns drawn. 

Officer Calabro recalled seeing Officer Rodriguez kick a knife away from under the decedent’s 

knee.  

Officer Rodriguez 

Officer Rodriguez was interviewed by detectives at the LEC shortly after the incident. 

Officer Rodriguez stated he did not see the shooting because his view was blocked by the fire 

truck, but he heard five to six shots. He approached with his gun drawn and, when he arrived at 

the scene of the shooting, he re-holstered his gun and stood by to watch the knife.  

Medic witness 1 

A crew member for Mecklenburg Emergency Medical Services was present on the scene and 

was interviewed at Carolinas Medical Center-Main. This witness observed CFD firefighters 

talking with the decedent but was too far away to hear what was being said. The witness 

observed an officer pull up to within approximately 30 feet of the decedent when the decedent 

turned and looked toward the officer’s car and started walking in that direction. The witness 

believed that the decedent was trying to get someone to shoot him, based on his posture and body 

language. Specifically, the witness recalled the decedent walked toward the police car with his 

shoulders forward and with the knife raised in a stabbing position above his head. This witness 

observed the officer put his car into reverse and start backing away from the decedent. As the 

officer backed out of the witness’ view, he saw the decedent walking toward the car with the 

knife up while the car was backing away from the decedent. The witness estimated he heard 

close to 10 gunshots, but he could not see who was shooting. While providing aid to the 

decedent, he saw an officer standing over a steak knife on the asphalt about 5 feet away from the 

decedent’s feet. 
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Civilian witness 1 

This witness was interviewed at the scene and reported that he was sitting in the Mercury 

Grand Marquis next to where the shooting occurred. He stated that the decedent charged the 

officer with the knife despite being told not to do so by the officer and bystanders in the area. 

This witness said the decedent was holding the raised knife in his right hand in a “stabbing 

motion.” He reported hearing shots fired, but he ducked down into the floorboard and did not see 

what actually happened. 

Neighbor 1 

A neighbor of the decedent was interviewed by detectives at the LEC and informed 

police that he had witnessed the decedent cutting his own arm and saw the decedent’s mother 

standing behind the decedent while on the phone with Medic. The neighbor reported hearing the 

decedent talking about how he wanted to die. The neighbor said he drove to the store and, when 

he returned, he saw the decedent standing in the parking lot holding the same knife. The 

decedent then started charging at a police officer with the knife. The neighbor stated that the 

officer told the decedent several times to drop the knife. 

Neighbor 2 

A second neighbor reported to police that he was in his apartment and heard gunshots. He 

looked out his window and saw a white male, the decedent, walking toward a police officer. The 

officer was walking backward and said something to the decedent. The decedent was walking 

toward the officer and not stopping. This witness then heard additional shots and saw the 

decedent fall to the ground. 

E. Video evidence  

Body-worn camera (BWC) footage capturing the incident was obtained from Officers 

Flynn and Porter. Officer Flynn’s BWC was obstructed by his outstretched arms during the 

actual shooting, but the video captured the events just before the shooting. The decedent can be 

seen approaching Officer Flynn’s car, with a knife raised as Officer Flynn arrived. [1] [2]. 

Officer Flynn’s BWC captured him exiting the vehicle with the decedent still approaching after 

he reversed and positioned the car at an angle. Officer Porter’s BWC captured Officer Flynn 

retreating around his patrol car as the decedent continued to chase him with the knife. [1] [2] [3] 

[4]. Officer Porter’s BWC also captured the decedent sitting down with the knife still raised after 

having been shot.  

F. Autopsy Report 

The autopsy conducted on the decedent revealed four separate gunshot wounds. There 

was 1) a gunshot wound of the abdomen, pelvis, and right leg with a downward trajectory, 2) a 

gunshot wound of the right front upper leg with a downward trajectory, 3) a gunshot wound of 

the left front upper leg with re-entry into the right leg and a downward trajectory and 4) a 

gunshot wound to the left side of the left leg near the knee exiting the right side of the left knee. 

The autopsy also revealed five cutting wounds to the left forearm and wrist. 

A copy of the Medical Examiner’s report is attached as an exhibit to this report. 



H. Responsible transparency 

My office routinely provides the public with detailed reports containing analysis and 

evidence to more effectively communicate the facts of officer-involved shootings and the 

decision-making process used by this office. Responsible transparency is also the basis upon 

which I have asked that evidence, including police videos, only be released after my prosecutors 

and I have completed a review of the investigation, in light of our obligation to protect the 

integrity of every investigation and to preserve, should someone be charged, the defendant’s 

right to a fair trial. In this case, and in many such cases, there were witnesses who refused to 

speak to the police about the shooting. Releasing video prior to this office having an opportunity 

to attempt to interview such witnesses allows for the real possibility that witnesses may change 

their story to comport with evidence released in the media. For these reasons, this office objected 

to release of the body-worn camera video prior to our completion of the investigation.  

I. Conclusion 

It is undisputed that Officer Flynn fired his weapon multiple times, striking the decedent. 

Therefore, the central issue in this review is whether or not Officer Flynn was justified under 

North Carolina law in using deadly force. A police officer – or any other person – is justified in 

using deadly force if he in fact believed that he or another person was in imminent danger of 

great bodily harm or death from the actions of the person who was shot and if his belief was 

reasonable. The statements of multiple first responders and civilian witnesses, as well as the 911 

call from the decedent’s mother and BWC footage, corroborate Officer Flynn’s account of the 

events in which the decedent continued to run at him with a raised knife while ignoring 

commands to stop. As such, Officer Flynn faced an imminent threat of great bodily harm or 

death, and it would be impossible for the State to prove Officer Flynn did not act in self-defense 

when he fired at the decedent. Consequently, I will not be seeking charges related to the death of 

Charles Shoupe. 

 If you have any questions, please contact me directly.   

 

     Sincerely, 

      

      Spencer B. Merriweather III    

      District Attorney 

  



Exhibits: 

 

The knife wielded by the decedent.         Return 

 
 

 



Officer Flynn’s BWC showing the decedent’s initial approach to his vehicle.    Return

 
 

 

Officer Flynn’s BWC showing the decedent’s initial approach to his vehicle.    Return 

 
  



The decedent continued toward Officer Flynn after Officer Flynn reversed   

and angled his car.          Return 

 
 

 

Officer Porter’s BWC captured the decedent coming around the front of Officer 

Flynn’s car after Officer Flynn had completed a complete revolution of the vehicle.  Return  

 
 

 

  



Officer Flynn continues to retreat around his vehicle while firing.    Return 

 
 

Officer Flynn continues to retreat around his vehicle while firing.    Return  

 
  



The raised knife in the decedent’s hand.       Return 

 
 

The decedent still holding the raised knife after falling to the ground.   Return 

 
  



Officer Flynn’s shell casings were located in a circular pattern around the patrol car. Return 

 
 

  



Officer Flynn’s shell casings were located in a circular pattern around the patrol car. Return 

 






























































































































































































































































































































































